Call to Order:

New Business:

• Joint resolution discussing student support to celebrate Veteran’s Week during the week of Veteran’s Day (November 11th)

Kelling: The flag has some controversy because it came about negatively from Vietnam, and it has become a symbol when it doesn’t take into account those who aren’t. There is a Veteran’s flag that isn’t federally recognized like this one.

Pav: If we want to discuss the ramifications during we could, but I see no problem with it and I don’t

Pacheco: They aren’t here and cannot speak for themselves

Kelling: Working on getting actual permission. Spoke with OUPD to see if they still have the connections.

Sample: What about names for Commander?

Kelling: Is in flux. Does the description of the week make sense?

Pav: Makes sense

Sample: Who wants to be a co-sponsor? Pav, Park, Sample, Pacheco

Pav: Why isn’t there a federally recognized Veteran’s Flag?

Kelling: We have one and it looks like that, but it is like hang in your window, not a flagpole flag

Rec of Do Pass Pavlowsky, sec Park

Adjournment